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We will reach out as well
as inviting people in,
both virtually and
physically.

What is my
place in the
world?

We are places for
dialogue, debate, learning,
connection, collection,
creativity, curiosity,
understanding – and fun!
Come and look
closer...

We strive to foster inclusion
and equality, to be a place of
and for opportunity, to
support wellbeing and to
encourage active citizens.

We share our expertise in
ways shaped by our audiences,
through multiple platforms,
and listen to and promote that
of others.

We care for a unique
array of objects and
buildings, with our
collections at the
heart of what we do.

Investigating worlds,
crossing boundaries,
bridging cultures,
creating connections.
Brave and bold
Our subjects are local,
global and universal.

Uniquely
interdisciplinary:
art, history
and science.

NATIONAL

CUTTY

MARITIME

COLLECTION

How can I
steer my course?

Inclusive
I’m taking
part

Active listeners
Collaborative
TELL THE TRUTH

We support
skills development,
critical thinking,
knowledge and
understanding.

Proactive

People are consulted in
the development of new
programmes, galleries
and exhibitions to
ensure we are useful,
meaningful
and relevant.

Me too!

Creative
Ethical
Informed and expert
Honest

And so
are we!

SARK

MUSEUM

What’s here
for me?
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We are the museum
of motion and emotion,
enabling us to explore
the very essence of what
makes us human.

Relevant

People feel welcome
in the museum and
want to share their
experiences.

This way!

ROYAL

What can
you see?

OBSERVATORY

Stakeholders
represent a
greater diversity
of people and feel
connected.

GREENWICH

Let’s visit
again soon!
There’s so
much here!

QUEEN’S
HOUSE

Our collections are
used to the fullest of
their potential to
explore a wide range
of historical subjects
and contemporary
issues.

Stakeholders represent
a greater diversity and
feel connected.
Our work helps
people to
understand why
the world is as it
is, creating a
shared sense of
place, belonging
and community,
while also
recognising and
representing
diversity and
individuality.

We connect people
to the past and the
future, the wider
world and the
universe, through
our collections,
research,
programmes, digital
offer and buildings.

Learning about
the past...

...and shaping
the future!

Understanding
our planet

Our guiding concepts underpin
and inform how we will seek
to tackle various collection
and subject themes.

Exploring
our
histories

What we share
and what makes
us all unique

A place
for us.

Help us to explore
big ideas and
specific stories.

Provide
coherence,
efficiency,
inspiration,
connectivity.

royalmuseumsgreenwich
@RMGreenwich
@royalmuseumsgreenwich
#RMGNewDirection

